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•7 percent of  Finns using them yearly

•Antidepressants appear to be far from ‘competent drugs’

• Major uncertainties in how depression is diagnosed and 

antidepressants are developed, tested and prescribed

• The poor efficacy and side-effects are an established 

feature of  antidepressants, rather than an anomaly

A focus on antidepressants



One drug at a time

• Antidepressants (general) 13,052 posts. Mirtazapin 3,039, 
Remeron 1,386, Venlafaxin 2,242

• Comments that name a certain antidepressant are written 
in the first person, either asking for advice, describing 
personal drug encounters or offering others advice and 
encouragement based on personal experiences







Human-antidepressant articulations

Qualitative inquiry

• Stabilizing
antidepressant
encounters

• Observing life-effects

• Coming to terms with
life-effects

Findings

• Digital datasets – no matter how 
large they are – might not 
uncover novel aspects of  
everyday medicinal encounters, 
but rather deepen earlier findings 
and offer them collective weight 



•Medicine Radar pushes us to see

more clearly collectively shared

features of human-antidepressant 

experience. 

•Participates in the research

design by promoting a mode of 

observation that locates first-

person accounts by tracing the

drug. 

•A view to a multi-first-person 

landscape – n of many ones

(Nafus 2017)



#metoo ≠ viral exemplum

Maria Mäkelä: Dangers of narrative #mindthenarrative



#metoo

• Mobilises first person experiences

• A radar can offer a view to ’metoo

experiences’ that do not become a 

campaign



The multi-first-person landscape

calls for seeing beyond the

individual, giving form to the felt 

life-effects of  antidepressants and 

ultimately raising more general 

questions about medicinal agencies 

and how they should be dealt with 

collectively. 



• A machine for detecting

patterned experiences that

should be discussed (”Such a 

valuable paper. It begins filling 

scientific and medical gaps. 

And it sheds overdue light on 

the reality of  what at least tens 

of  millions of  people now live 

with. I'm one of  them.”)

• Next exercise: asthma


